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“As artists and designers optimize the 
power of their work to bring awareness of a 
number of causes, the idea of socially 
engaged art is gathering momentum 
within popular culture” (“Art”).
UNDERREPRESENTATION MISREPRESENTATION
Q: Does social justice art have impacts 
on society and culture, specifically in 
21st century Asian American media? 
Can a correlation be drawn between 
the rise of social justice art and
better Asian American representation 
in entertainment?
METHODS FOCUS ON QUALITATIVE & HOLISTIC 
RESULTS
1. Source 25-50 pieces of social art 
from last 50 years
2. For each piece:*
- Name
- Year of creation
- Artist’s name & background
- Artist’s purpose for the piece
- Location of 
exhibition/publication
- Artist’s accounts
- Community impact/personal 
thoughts
*through observation, research, and 
conducting informal surveys
1. Source 5 pieces of 21st century Asian American 
social art
2. Analyze patterns in the entertainment industry 
regarding representation, case-study style





social shift in film/cultural 
competency
accurate representation of 
Asian Americans and other 
minority groups
awareness/conversation
mindset change -> lasting change
Social justice art is 
accessible to all.
You don’t have to be in 
the “industry” to create 
it.
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